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Abstract. Processes in complex chemical systems, such as macromolecules, electrolytes, interfaces, 
micelles and enzymes, can span several orders of magnitude in length and time scales. The length and 
time scales of processes occurring over this broad time and space window are frequently coupled to give 
rise to the control necessary to ensure specificity and the uniqueness of the chemical phenomena. A com-
bination of experimental, theoretical and computational techniques that can address a multiplicity of 
length and time scales is required in order to understand and predict structure and dynamics in such com-
plex systems. This review highlights recent experimental developments that allow one to probe structure 
and dynamics at increasingly smaller length and time scales. The key theoretical approaches and compu-
tational strategies for integrating information across time-scales are discussed. The application of these 
ideas to understand phenomena in various areas, ranging from materials science to biology, is illustrated 
in the context of current developments in the areas of liquids and solvation, protein folding and aggrega-
tion and phase transitions, nucleation and self-assembly. 
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1. Introduction 

An understanding of the diverse range of structures 

and dynamical processes seen in chemical systems is 

necessary in order to comprehend many phenomena, 

in physics, chemistry and biology. Chemical diver-

sity is generated by the interaction of well-defined 

components, electrons and nuclei, whose behaviour 

is governed by well-understood forces and equations 

of motion, corresponding to Coulombic forces and 

classical or quantum mechanics. Despite a century 

of progress in experimental, theoretical and compu-

tational physical chemistry, the application of physi-

cal principles to understand many aspects of such 

systems with reasonable predictive accuracy still 

poses a challenge. A major cause of difficulty is that 

the behaviour of a molecular system is determined 

by processes operating on a multiplicity of length 

and time scales. Electrons moving on time scales  

of 10
–18

 s (attoseconds) determine the interatomic  

interactions. Atomic motions are typically associ-

ated with length and time scales of 10
–10

 m and  

10
–15

 s, respectively; for example, time periods of 

molecular vibrations and rotations are of the order of 

10–13
 s and 10

–12
 s, respectively. Many important 

chemical reactions, like electron and proton transfer, 

occur on timescales of 10–9
 to 10

–12
 s. The meso-

scopic level of organization associated with many 

soft matter systems, such as colloids, proteins and 

micelles, is associated with length/time scales of  

10–6
 m/10

–9
 s. Enzyme kinetics usually proceed with 

time constants of a few milliseconds, although the 

actual bond breaking/forming may occur in a few 

nanoseconds. 

 Tailoring the functional properties of materials on 

a macroscopic scale (1 m/1 s) involves averaging 

over scales smaller by several orders of magnitude 

in time and space. While statistical mechanics does 

provide the theoretical framework for such an aver-

aging process, the actual implementation is complex 

because distinct experimental and computational  

approaches are typically required to understand the 

behaviour of materials at different levels of the hier-

archy. For example, ab initio computational methods 

for electronic structure focus on obtaining the elec-
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tronic energies and wave functions for a given 

atomic arrangement.
1,2

 In the macroscopic limit,  

finite element approaches, based on continuum  

approximations that completely ignore atomistic  

detail, are often used to model functional properties 

of materials, such as response to mechanical stress. 

 One of the traditional concerns of physical and 

theoretical chemists has been and continues to be 

improving the accuracy and range of tools that target 

specific levels in the scale hierarchy.3–7 Provided the 

different levels in the hierarchy are only weakly 

coupled, such approaches are perfectly adequate for 

comparison of experiment and theory. Thus ab initio 

electronic structure calculations are adequate for  

understanding ultraviolet/visible spectra and classical 

molecular dynamics can be used to compute infra-

red spectra. The current challenge is to understand 

phenomena that are inherently multiscale, implying 

that two or more levels in the hierarchy are strongly 

coupled because of which traditional theoretical or 

experimental tools are not applicable. This is the 

case with some of the most interesting phenomena 

in materials science, chemistry and biology. A  

familiar example is that of electron transfer, where 

the quantum mechanical electron transfer process is 

intimately coupled to solvent reorganizations.8,9 An 

overall theoretical framework was provided by  

Marcus but the actual simulation of a realistic  

system still remains difficult. Enzyme catalysis  

provides another example of such a strongly coupled, 

multiscale process.10 The critical event involving the 

elementary chemical reaction of bond breaking or 

formation of the substrate molecule takes place  

locally and on a time scale of femtoseconds. The 

steps that precede the catalytic reaction, such as the 

diffusion of the substrate to the active site and the 

conformational reorganization of the enzyme neces-

sary to lower the activation energy, are long on mole-

cular time scales. The actual reaction rate constants 

for the catalytic process are of the order of millisec-

onds. In order to analyse and predict enzymatic  

catalysis it is therefore necessary to span electronic, 

atomic and mesoscopic length scales. 

 This review will focus on recent developments in 

physical chemistry which either enlarge the spectrum 

of length and time scales on which we can probe 

chemical systems, or allow us to integrate informa-

tion over many different levels of the length/time 

scale hierarchy. 

 Our intention is to illustrate how a range of inter-

disciplinary problems can be addressed using these 

novel experimental and computational techniques in 

conjunction with the standard concepts and tools of 

physical chemistry. 

 Section 2 provides an overview of two recent 

techniques that can probe molecular systems at very 

small spatial and temporal scales, e.g. ultrafast and 

single-molecule spectroscopies. These two techni-

ques represent fundamentally novel ways of probing 

the behaviour of chemical systems and have resulted 

in new conceptual developments to interpret and  

design experiments in biology, chemistry and physics. 

Multi-scale computational and theoretical approaches 

are reviewed in section 3. Sections 4, 5 and 6 illus-

trate how specific systems and phenomena can be 

effectively understood using the experimental tech-

niques and multiple time-scale computational  

approaches outlined in sections 2 and 3. Section 4 

contains a discussion of some current areas of inter-

est in liquid state dynamics and solvation. Protein 

folding and aggregation are regarded as among the 

most consequential and difficult problems of struc-

tural biology and form the subject of section 5.  

Section 6 considers phase transition equilibria and 

kinetics, specifically with reference to nanoscale 

self-assembly. 

2. Experimental tools for probing length and 

time scales 

Spectroscopy and scattering techniques are well-

established tools for probing molecular structure and 

dynamics. Depending on the wavelength of the inci-

dent radiation, these techniques can be used to probe 

the system at atomic, electronic or nano-scales.  

Optical microscopes are increasingly used in con-

junction with spectroscopy to study dynamical pro-

cesses at the single molecule level. In this section, 

we do not attempt to review these state-of-the-art 

techniques but focus on two recent developments 

that have dramatically altered our capability to 

probe the microscopic spatiotemporal correlations in 

molecular systems. 

2.1 Ultrafast spectroscopy 

G N Lewis once suggested that an appropriate unit 

of time for molecular processes would be the ‘jiffy’, 

defined as the time taken by light to travel 1 cm, or 

33 picoseconds. Time scales shorter than this may 

be considered to be ‘ultrafast’. Between the late 

1960s and early 1980s, the technology developed 

rapidly to enable the study of chemical reactions in 
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the nanosecond, and subsequently, in the picosecond 

time domain. This period saw the emergence of a 

microscopic understanding of the dynamics of vibra-

tional energy and phase relaxation and isomerization 

dynamics. At the same time, it was realized that  

exploration of phenomena such as solvation dynam-

ics, excited state electron and proton transfer reac-

tions and dynamics at conical intersections required 

even shorter time resolutions. 

 The late 1980s saw the birth of femtochemistry 

with Ahmed Zewail reporting time-resolved experi-

ments to detect the transition states involved in 

chemical reactions, using what was termed as the 

‘fastest camera in town’.11,12 In his Nobel Prize  

lecture, Zewail described the crucial components of 

his camera as: (a) a femtosecond probe laser, deter-

mining the shutter speed, (b) a mechanism to record 

the image of the molecular system, e.g. using mass-

spectrometry, diffraction or spectroscopy (c) a fem-

tosecond pump (initiating laser) which serves to set 

the zero of time and create a coherent wave packet 

of molecular states whose motion can be followed in 

real time. The design and interpretation of femto-

second experiments has required considerable con-

ceptual developments, including exploring the 

implications of molecular coherence, development 

of a time-dependent formulation for spectroscopy 

and appropriate computational tools to interpret 

femtosecond data. The initial ideas were developed 

and tested using simple gas-phase reactions, such as 

dissociation of ICN and alkali halides. In the early 

experiments, it was possible to observe transition 

states corresponding to unstable configurations of 

chemical systems located at the top of potential  

energy barriers separating reactants and products. 

Today, the conceptual tools and the experimental 

techniques of femtochemistry are used to address 

questions in biophysics, as will be discussed in sec-

tion 4. 

 Moreover, it has now become possible to progress 

from femtosecond spectroscopy to attosecond spec-

troscopy in order to probe electronic motion.13,14 

2.2 Single-molecule spectroscopy 

While ultrafast spectroscopy provides an astonishing 

array of time scales, its utility is sometimes limited 

by the absence of spatial resolution. This lacuna has 

been partly removed by single molecule spectros-

copy (SMS) that probes the dynamics of a single 

molecule in the condensed phase.
15–17

 SMS uses a 

combination of laser spectroscopy and optical  

microscopy to achieve both temporal and spatial 

resolution, and is ideally suited to explore dynamics 

of protein folding, protein-DNA interaction and  

enzyme kinetics. The experimental design must be 

such that concentrations are low enough to ensure 

that only one molecule is in resonance in the volume 

probed by the laser. Signal-to-noise ratios must also 

be high enough that the signal from a single chromo-

phore can be detected despite the large number of 

solvent molecules and the intrinsic noise of the 

measurement. With recent advances in the field of 

microscopy, like confocal illumination and two-

photon microscopy, single molecule spectroscopy 

can completely remove ensemble averaging and 

therefore allow the underlying distributions to be  

determined, providing a powerful probe of static 

heterogeneity due to different nanoenvironments or 

conformational variations. Time resolved variants of 

SMS spectroscopy can also address the dynamic 

heterogeneity associated with the time-dependent 

variations in the behaviour of a macromolecule, 

such as a protein. The review by Moerner discusses 

a number of milestones in SMS, including the possi-

bility of creating single molecule sources of single 

photons on demand.15 

 Single-molecule spectroscopy has proved to be 

particularly useful in probing the structure and func-

tion of proteins.16,17 For example, SMS experiments 

offer the possibility of directly examining the time-

dependent folding processes of a single protein 

molecule. By encapsulating individual protein mole-

cules inside unilamellar protein vesicles tethered to 

surfaces, the time-dependent folding and unfolding 

behaviour of adenylate kinase was observed using 

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). In 

the case of enzymatic catalysis, the work of Xie and 

others demonstrates how static and dynamic hetero-

geneity can be experimentally studied in the case of 

redox reaction rates for .avoenzymes.
17

 They demon-

strate a molecular memory phenomenon, where  

enzymatic turnover depends on previous turnovers, 

due to slow conformational fluctuations. 

3. Integrating information over multiple length 

and time scales 

3.1 Multiscale computational methodologies 

Computation is now frequently projected as a tool 

for discovery, complementing the traditional scien-
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tific methods of theory and experiment.
18–22

 This is 

particularly true for molecular systems in which 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Snapshots of a bilayer formed by a 1 : 1 mix-
ture of cationic phospholipids stearoyl–decanoyl–
ethylphosphatidylcholine (C18 : 0/C10-EPC) and anionic 
phospholipid dioleoylphosphatidyl glycerol DOPG at 
298 K (top) and an inverted hexagonal phase of a 1 : 1 
mixture of oleoyl–decanoyl–ethylphosphatidylcholine 
(C18 : 1/C10-EPC) and DOPG at 333K (bottom). The 
coarse-grained model used to simulate the lipid–water 
mixtures is discussed in ref. 21. (Reproduced with per-
mission of American Chemical Society). 

computer simulation techniques play a central role. 

For such systems, computational techniques are 

valuable not just for understanding the microscopic 

details, but also for exploring unexpected structures 

and emergent properties. As mentioned in the intro-

duction, computational tools for addressing separate 

length and time scales in the hierarchy are relatively 

well developed. The current challenge is to develop 

efficient multiscale simulation methodologies which 

can integrate information from different levels of the 

hierarchy, particularly with a view to addressing 

problems on the nano- or meso-scale. Figures 1 and 

2 address two such recent applications to intrinsi- 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Atomistic configurations obtained with MD 
simulations of propane nanojets emanating from a 6 nm 
diameter nozzle, illustrating the development of instabili-
ties and a double-cone pinch-off configuration (see ref. 18). 
Each small blue sphere represents a propane molecule. 
(Copyright 2005 National Academy of Sciences, USA). 
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cally multi-scale problems. Figure 1 shows a picture 

of a lipid bilayer taken from ref. 21. The structure, 

dynamics and phase transitions of such a bilayer are 

strongly dependent on hydrophobic interactions, and 

therefore on the solvent molecules and their interac-

tion with the macromolecular lipids. Some aspects 

of such a bilayer can, however, be treated at a 

coarse-grained level that ignores atomistic details; 

for example, a lipid bilayer can be treated as a two-

dimensional membrane characterized by macro-

scopic variables, such as local measures of elastic-

ity. Figure 3 shows the formation of nanojets as 

propane gas escapes from a nozzle.18 Formation and 

break-up of liquid jets are typically modeled using 

continuum fluid dynamics but the continuum  

approximations must be modified when the jet  

diameter approaches the nanoscale. Atomistic simu-

lations provide a means to suggest as well as test 

such coarse-graining strategies. 

 The most tractable version of multiscaling is to 

use a sequential approach where simulations of rela-

tively small systems at lower levels of the hierarchy 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the potential energy 
landscape of the condensed phases of an atomic system, 
taken from ref. 31. The potential energy will be a func-
tion of the position coordinates of all the atoms which is 
represented by the x-axis in this schematic diagram. The 
ordered low energy state corresponding to the perfect 
crystal is the global minimum. The ideal glass state is an 
amorphous, packing minimum with energy very close to 
that of the crystal. In the liquid phase, the system makes 
frequent transitions between basins of high energy local 
minima. Crystallisation requires that the system find its 
way from the manifold of high energy minima to the  
basin of the global minimum. Vitrification corresponds to 
trapping of the system in a metastable minimum. Note the 
similarities with the free energy landscape for protein 
folding shown in the next figure. (Figure reproduced with 
permission of Nature Publishing Group). 

are used to generate input for higher levels in the hi-

erarchy.
19,20

 A familiar example is the use of elec-

tronic structure calculations to fit the parametric 

functional forms used to represent interatomic inter-

actions which can then serve as input for atomistic 

simulations.23 This level of coarse-graining can be 

rigorously justified by the large difference in elec-

tronic and atomic time scales underlying the Born–

Oppenheimer approximation. Moving from the 

atomic to the nano-scale requires some thought  

regarding the appropriate type of information to be 

derived from the atomistic simulations in order to be 

used as input for the mesoscale simulations. One  

approach is to construct effective potentials acting 

on the most important degrees of freedom, while  

averaging or integrating over the other atomistic  

degrees of freedom, such as those of the solvent 

molecules.19–21,24–26 Unlike in the case of interatomic 

potentials, these effective potentials depend on the 

thermodynamic state point. Rigorous approaches to 

the coarse-graining attempt to preserve the partition 

function but when this is not possible, the coarse-

graining strategy is designed to ensure that certain 

key thermodynamic quantities are preserved. The 

snapshot of a lipid bilayer shown in figure 2 was 

taken from a simulation using such a coarse-grained 

potential. When studying mechanical properties of 

materials, atomistic simulations may be used to pro-

vide information on energies and structures associ-

ated with crystalline defects or dislocations. 

 Unlike sequential methods, concurrent approaches 

to multiscaling attempt to simultaneously simulate 

the system at different levels of the hierarchy. Such 

methods are, in principle, more powerful than  

sequential models because they make no assump-

tions about coarse-graining models and can be  

applied when different levels of the hierarchy are 

strongly coupled. An example of a highly successful 

multiscale approach is ab initio or Car–Parrinello 

molecular dynamics that is appropriate when elec-

tronic structure and atomic scale motions are 

strongly coupled, as in chemical reactions or in cer-

tain categories of phase transitions in which the  

nature of chemical bonding is altered.
5,27

 Interesting 

efforts are currently being made to formulate con-

current simulation methods that will link the elec-

tronic, atomic and meso/macroscale by combining 

ab initio methods, classical molecular dynamics and 

finite element methods, respectively. Examples of 

such approaches to study mechanical properties of 

materials, such as plasticity and fatigue, are given in 

refs 28–30. 
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3.2 Sampling energy landscapes 

The energy landscape picture provides a convenient 

framework for understanding phase transition ther-

modynamics and kinetics in complex chemical sys-

tems.
31,32

 Potential energy landscapes focus on the 

configurational energy as a function of the 3N-

dimensional position vector of an interacting collec-

tion of N atoms. Assuming that quantum effects are 

negligible on the atomic scale at temperatures of  

interest, the potential energy surface contains all the 

information necessary to understand the collective 

properties. Energy landscape analyses attempt to 

characterize the significant topographic features of 

the potential energy landscape, such as number,  

location and energies of minima and saddle points. 

The sampling of the different regions of the energy 

landscape by a system in a given ensemble can be 

simulated by generating a deterministic or a stochas-

tic trajectory, using molecular dynamics or Monte 

Carlo simulations. An alternative is to focus on the 

free energy of the system as a function of collective 

variables or order parameters. While the potential 

energy landscape picture emerges naturally from a 

molecular simulation perspective, free energy land 

scapes emerge naturally from a density functional 

approach.4 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the potential energy 
surfaces involved in solvation dynamics showing the  
water orientational motions along the solvation coordi-
nate together with instantaneous polarization P (see ref. 
52). In the inset we show the change in the potential  
energy along the intramolecular nuclear coordinate. As 
solvation proceeds the energy of the solute comes down 
giving rise to a red shift in the fluorescence spectrum. 
Note the instantaneous P, e.g. P(¥), on the two connected 
potentials (see refs 51, 52). 

 The potential energy landscape paradigm was 

originally formulated in the context of supercooled 

liquids (see figure 4). In the solid phase, the system 

is located in the basin of the global minimum while 

in the liquid phase, it can make rapid transitions  

between a manifold of metastable minima. The 

properties of the local minima and saddles of this 

energy landscape determine the thermodynamic and 

kinetic properties of the phases. For supercooled 

liquids, the energy landscape picture has yielded 

important insights into phenomenon such as melting, 

supercooling and the glass transition. 

 The energy landscape view of liquids can be  

extended very successfully to understand order-

disorder transitions in complex fluids, such as the 

isotropic-nematic transition in liquids33 and folding 

of a solvated polypeptide chain into the native pro-

tein structure.34 In the case of protein folding, it is 

more natural to think in terms of a free energy land-

scape by averaging over the solvent degrees of free-

dom, rather than the potential energy landscape. The 

native, folded configuration of the protein can be re-

garded as lying in the global minimum of the system 

while the unfolded and partially folded states lie in 

metastable free energy minimum. This energy land-

scape view of protein folding is discussed in greater 

detail in section 5. The complexity of a chemical 

system can be defined in terms of the structure of 

the energy landscape, including the multiplicity of 

minima, the structure of the basins of minima and 

their connectivity. The time-scales governing the 

system dynamics will be associated with bottlenecks 

in crossing between local minima. To understand the 

dynamics on a free energy landscape, it is conven-

ient to start with the simplest version of the problem 

i.e. to view the chemical reaction between two spe-

cies A and B as a transition between two free energy 

minima. The computational approach to determine 

the reaction rate for such a process from a molecular 

dynamics simulation is based on the transition state 

theory and was formulated by Bennett and Chandler 

in the late 1960s.3 

 More recent algorithms to bridge time scales in 

complex systems can be viewed as strategies to con-

struct transition paths between minima separated by 

free energy barriers of either enthalpic or entropic 

origin. If the key collective variables likely to influ-

ence the dynamics are known, then methods such as 

umbrella sampling or parallel tempering can be used 

to construct the free energy surface. For example, in 

the case of solid-liquid phase transitions, the degree 

of crystallinity is clearly a suitable order parameter. 
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Frequently, however, it is not possible to form an a 

priori judgement of the critical collective variables 

in a complex system. The current interest centres on 

approaches to address precisely this class of prob-

lems, such as transition path sampling,35 hyper-

dynamics36 and metadynamics.
37

 As the number of 

accessible minima in the free energy landscape 

grows, corresponding to a multiplicity of possible 

reactants and products connected by elementary  

reactions, it is often necessary to adopt a multiscale 

kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) approach. For example, 

for surface growth phenomena, KMC simulations 

combining kinetic energy barrier parameters for 

relevant elemental processes from ab initio simula-

tions can be used to predict spatiotemporal patterns 

associated with surface growth.38 In the asymptotic 

limit of extreme complexity found in many chemi-

cal, biological or genetic networks, sophisticated  

algorithms may be required to merely deduce the 

relevant species and the reaction mechanism con-

necting them.
39

 

4. Liquids and solvation 

Much of chemistry takes place in the liquid state 

with the solvent playing a critical role in determin-

ing the overall thermodynamics and kinetics of vari-

ous processes, including those associated with 

protein folding and nanoscale self-assembly dis-

cussed later. The dynamics of a liquid spans a huge 

range of time scales – from ultrafast molecular level 

reorganisations to very slow dynamics associated 

with supercooling and the glass transition. Theories 

of the liquid state are among the more traditional 

domains of physical chemistry, but many of the 

techniques and ideas are currently being employed 

to address problems in complex fluids and soft matter. 

In this section, we consider the behaviour of a spe-

cific and ubiquitous solvent (water), as well as some 

general features of solvation dynamics and the glass 

transition. 

 Since water is the most common solvent for 

chemical and biological systems, understanding bulk 

water and its behaviour as a solvent is of consider-

able interest.40,41 Water has long been known to be 

an anomalous liquid in terms of its dielectric, thermo-

dynamic and kinetic properties. Computer simulations 

for water pose a challenge in that the significant 

contribution of both dispersion and many-body  

polarizability contributions to the intermolecular  

interactions limit the accuracy of both classical and 

Car–Parrinello simulations. The light hydrogen  

atoms imply that quantum simulation methods are 

required for accuracy.42,43 Despite these limitations, 

classical Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics 

simulations, in conjunction with experiments, have 

resulted in uncovering a number of unexpected fea-

tures in the phase diagram of water, including new 

metastable phases of ice and distinct polyamorphic 

(or glassy) forms.44,45 An unexpected finding has 

been that the anomalous properties of water (such as 

the rise in density on isobaric heating) are not 

uniquely associated with the tetrahedral, liquid-state 

network of water but may be seen in liquids with 

isotropic interparticle interactions.
46,47

 

 The hydrophobic interaction, most commonly 

manifested as the segregation of oil and water, was 

identified by Kauzmann in 1959 as the driving force 

in the collapse of a protein to its folded structure.
48

 

A molecular theory of hydrophobicity is essential 

for understanding nanoscale organisation of biologi-

cal structures and for developing appropriate simula-

tion methodologies at both atomistic and mesoscopic 

scales (see figure 2). Recent work shows that there 

is a strong length scale dependence in hydrophobic 

interactions.49 Small hydrophobic solutes induce 

some local order in the surrounding water but do not 

change the number of hydrogen bonds in bulk water 

significantly. A large hydrophobic interface, how-

ever, actually disrupts the hydrogen-bond network 

of water. The scaling of the free energy of hydration 

with the size of the hydrophobic solute therefore 

changes qualitatively at a length scale of approxi-

mately 1 nm. In the context of biomolecular inter-

faces, the molecular picture of hydrophobicity is 

further complicated by the existence of surface 

chemical heterogeneity, since the protein surface 

will typically have both hydrophobic and hydro-

philic patches.50 

 The dynamics of the solvation process, as described 

by the time-dependent response of the solvent to 

sudden changes in properties of the solute, was one 

of the first areas of chemistry where time-resolved 

techniques were successfully applied. Solvation dyna-

mics has been extensively used to obtain important 

information on a wide variety of systems, from dipo-

lar liquids like water and acetonitrile to complex 

systems like proteins, DNA molecules, and  

micelles.
51–56

 A schematic illustration of solvation as 

a dynamical phenomenon probed by time domain  

laser experiments is shown in figure 4. One can  

experimentally construct a solvation time correlation 
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function (STCF) that measures the progress of solva-

tion. This time scale and also the exponentiality/ 

non-exponentiality of the STCF serves to character-

ize the intrinsic dynamics of the complex solute-

solvent system. From the perspective of statistical 

mechanics, one can use linear response theory to de-

scribe the solvation time correlation function in 

terms of an energy-energy time correlation function 

which is then related to the wavenumber and fre-

quency dependent dielectric function. The latter can 

be obtained either from simulations or from an ana-

lytical theory within certain approximations. The 

agreement between theory, simulations and experi-

ments has been tested for a diverse range of systems 

and proven to be very satisfactory. It is generally 

agreed that solvation dynamics in pure liquids 

measures dynamics over rather short distances,  

although long range collective effects also play a 

role. Bulk dipolar solvents, such as water and ace-

tonitrile, were found to exhibit ultrafast solvation 

dynamics with sub-100 fs time constants though 

confinement of the solvents in reverse micelles can 

lead to a very slow solvation time scale. 

 Hydration dynamics at biomolecular interfaces 

shows a number of interesting features which have 

initiated a large amount of controversy and discus-

sions.41 At the protein surface, water molecules are 

influenced both by the protein and the bulk water. It 

is now believed that water molecules form a two 

dimensional network structure around the protein 

molecule, with an associated modification of water 

structure up to about 2–4 molecular layers of water. 

Several recent studies have explored water solvation 

and orientational dynamics in the major and minor 

grooves of DNA.
56

 The slow dynamics in the minor 

groove was interpreted partly as due to nano-

confinement and partly due to interaction with the 

polar base atoms in the minor groove. 

 As liquid is supercooled, it can either undergo a 

nucleation process to form the stable solid or  

undergo a glass transition. The glass transition is 

experimentally defined as the temperature at which 

the viscosity of a liquid reaches 10
13

 poise. The key 

features of the glass transition are the simultaneous 

appearance of slow non-exponential relaxation and 

non-Arrhenius temperature dependence.
57,58

 Under-

standing the nature of the glass transition is an  

important issue in condensed matter theory and sta-

tistical mechanics. Given the technological  

importance of glass in a variety of contexts (e.g. me-

tallic glass and amorphous silicon), the glass transi-

tion has been subject of considerable experimental 

and theoretical work. A number of different theo-

retical approaches have been developed to under-

stand the glass transition. Energy landscape 

approaches have been employed to understand the 

connection between thermodynamics and dynamics 

in the stable and metastable supercooled liquid 

state.59 Mode coupling theory can successfully  

explain the initial growth of relaxation time on  

approaching the glass transition but is known to  

falter at still lower temperatures where viscosity  

becomes larger than approximately 100 poise.60,61 

An important issue is the dynamic correlation length 

which characterizes cooperatively rearranging  

regions (CRR) of the liquid that emerges as the glass 

transition is approached. Both experiments and the-

ory suggest a size of a few nm for these systems. It 

has been suggested that the morphology of these 

CRRs will show a crossover from being fractal, 

close to the mode-coupling temperature to compact 

structures, close to the glass transition.
62

 

5. Protein folding and aggregation 

Understanding the physical principles that govern 

the folding of an extended polypeptide chain into the 

characteristic three-dimensional tertiary structure or 

‘native’ state constitutes one of the fundamental 

problems of natural science. Since Anfinsen’s state-

ment of the thermodynamic hypothesis more than 

half-a-century ago, the protein folding problem has 

been an area where experiment, theory and compu-

tations have interacted very effectively.
63–66

 The 

thermodynamic hypothesis states that ‘sequence  

dictates structure’, i.e. the native state represents the 

minimum free energy structure for the polypeptide 

chain in its physiological millieu. Protein folding 

times under physiological conditions are of the order 

of nanoseconds to milliseconds. The Levinthal para-

dox encapsulates the difficulty of reconciling the 

enormous number of conformational structures with 

relatively short protein folding time scales. The  

diversity of folding times and the complexity of the 

intracellular millieu, however, implies that sequen-

tial folding pathways guided solely by thermody-

namic stability are likely to exist only in a small 

category of fast-folding proteins. The challenge of 

understanding protein folding is complicated by the 

fact that computer simulations of the energetics and 

dynamics of a polypeptide chain in an aqueous  

medium are limited in terms of simulation size, 

length of time for which the protein dynamics can be  
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followed and the accuracy with which the underly-

ing interatomic interactions can be modeled. Despite 

the complexity of the problem, a combination of  

experimental techniques (NMR, optical spectro-

scopies, crystallography), multi-scale and coarse-

grained simulations and insights from the statistical 

mechanics of liquids and polymers have led to the 

development of an energy landscape paradigm as a 

conceptual framework for understanding protein 

folding. Figure 5 shows the free energy landscape of 

a typical protein, constructed using simulation and 

NMR data. The free energy is mapped out as a func-

tion of two key collective variables: the number of 

native interactions and the number of residue con-

tacts. The various protein conformations can be seen 

to occupy different parts of a funnel in the free  

energy landscape which terminates at the native 

structure. The unfolded, random coil configurations 

of the protein occupy the mouth of the channel.  

Intermediate states formed by hydrophobic collapse 

and secondary structure formation lie along the fun-

nel and define the folding pathways. The shortest 

time-scales in protein folding are associated with the 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. A schematic free energy landscape for protein 
folding. The surface is derived from a computer simula-
tion of the folding of a highly simplified model of acyl-
phophatase, with constraints derived from experimental 
data from mutational studies. The yellow spheres in this 
ensemble represent the three ‘key residues’ in the struc-
ture; when these residues have formed their native-like 
contacts the overall topology of the native fold is esta-
blished. The native state lies at the bottom of the free  
energy funnel and possible folding pathways are shown 
with arrows (figure reproduced with permission of Nature 
Publishing Group). 

formation of secondary structures, such as helices 

while the long time scales are associated with the 

formation of tertiary structures involving contacts 

between amino acid residues well-separated along 

the primary amino acid sequence. The landscape 

picture can accommodate multiple pathways and 

transition state ensembles. When entropic and  

enthalpic contributions to the free energy compen-

sate, there may be no significant barriers to folding, 

leading to very fast, ‘downhill’ folding. 

 The existence of complex protein folding path-

ways implies that in the cellular environment, the  

intermediate structures are available for interaction 

with other intracellular components. Some of these 

may be molecular chaperones which assist the fold-

ing process whereas others may lead to misfolding. 

Protein aggregation, specially the formation of  

fibrillar aggregates, leads to severe pathologies. The 

nucleation processes which lead to folding versus 

aggregation are consequently an active area of  

research. Another active area of research where 

many of the ideas of protein folding and aggregation 

can be applied is in biomimetic strategies for creat-

ing non-biological polymers that self-assemble  

to form stable, unique structures in different  

solvents.67–69 

6. Phase transitions, nucleation and  

self-assembly 

The equilibrium phase diagram of a system summa-

rises the range of thermodynamically stable bulk 

structures that can be generated from a set of atomic 

or molecular constituents. The generation of phase 

diagrams for a range of systems is today possible  

using a variety of simulation techniques, where the 

predictive accuracy of the simulations depends 

largely on the accuracy with which the underlying 

interactions can be modeled.
3
 The kinetics of phase 

transformations, in contrast to the thermodynamics, 

is currently an active area of work. First-order tran-

sitions are assumed to form by a nucleation process 

where an embryonic stable phase forms within the 

metastable phase, in the absence (homogeneous) or 

presence (heterogeneous) of surfaces or impurities. 

Classical nucleation theory assumes that free energy 

required to create a nucleus of the stable phase in a 

metastable matrix depends on two competing terms: 

a surface term that represents the free energy re-

quired to form an interface and a volume term that 

represents the free energy gain proportional to the
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Figure 6. (a) The 3-dimensional free energy surface (upper panel) and corresponding 2-dimensional con-
tour plot (lower panel) computed in grand canonical (µVT) ensemble at supersaturation ≈ 2.4 (near gas-
liquid spinodal). (b) Snapshots of the system at four different supersaturation (S = P/Pc, where P is the 
pressure of the system and Pc is the same at the gas-liquid coexistence.): They show all the liquid-like  
particles of the system at the top of the barrier. For higher supersaturation, we find multiple large clusters 
are forming around the critical cluster and growth of the liquid phase becomes spread over the whole sys-
tem rather than the single ‘critical cluster’ (see ref. 74). 

 
 

difference in chemical potential between the stable 

and metastable phases.
57

 Nuclei greater than a criti-

cal size will grow spontaneously. The formation of a 

nucleus of critical size is thus the rate determining 

step and takes place on time scales that are very long 

compared to molecular time scales. Since a complex 

system can form multiple phases, crystallization 

from a melt can frequently result in the formation of 

metastable phases rather than stable phases. 

 Appropriate simulation methodologies to bridge 

time scales for nucleation in molecular simulations 

are currently an active area of work. Computational 

studies of nucleation have largely focused on the 

condensation and crystallisation processes in rela-

tively simple one-component systems that allow one 

to address a number of interesting theoretical possi-

bilities, including the effect of metastable phases on 

crystallization and condensation in the vicinity of 

the liquid-gas spinodal.70–74 One finds that at large 

supersaturation (near the spinodal), the mechanism 

of nucleation undergoes a remarkable change from 

classical single particle addition to a collective 

mode, spread over the entire system (figure 6). The 

critical step is now the coalescence of clusters of  

intermediate size on a .at free energy surface (figure 

6).74 These studies have interesting implications for 

nucleation in more complex systems, e.g. crystalli-

zation of proteins or obtaining stable polymorphs of 

pharmaceuticals 

 Phase transitions under equilibrium and nonequi-

librium conditions are of special interest in the  

context of nanoscale self-assembly of ordered struc-

tures.75–78 Advances in nanoparticle synthesis have 

made it possible to synthesize nanoparticles in a 

large variety of shapes and sizes. These nanoparti-

cles can self-assemble to form a remarkable range of 

ordered structures (see figure 7 for an illustration of 

a miniscule sample of possible structures). Under a
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Figure 7. TEM images of self-assembled structures and proposed unit cells of binary super-
lattices (a) and (b) structure formed from LaF3 triangular nanoplates (9.0 nm side) and 
5.0 nm Au nanoparticles; (c) structure formed from LaF3 triangular nanoplates and 6.2 nm 
PbSe nanocrystals. Details are available in ref. 76. (Figure reproduced with permission of  
Nature Publishing Group). 

 

given set of macroscopic conditions which may not 

necessarily be equilibrium conditions, an ordered 

self-assembled structure is formed as a consequence 

of the interplay between the various contributions to 

interparticle interactions, such as dispersion, short-

range repulsion, electrostatic, bonding and solvopho-

bic interactions. Understanding the organisational 

principles of self-assembly and developing the appro-

priate predictive tools is currently a major challenge. 

7. Concluding remarks 

This article attempts to provide an overview of the 

interdisciplinary array of theoretical, computational 

and experimental approaches that are currently  

being developed in order to understand the interplay 

between multiple length and time scales that deter-

mine structure and dynamics in many chemical sys-

tems. The choice of illustrative examples has been 

inevitably biased by our own research interests but 

we hope that it is sufficient to illustrate that cur-

rently available techniques can address a number of 

interesting problems in the areas of materials sci-

ence, chemical biology and condensed matter phys-

ics. Constraints of space in a volume of this type 

have meant that we have not been able to review  

experimental and theoretical research on areas of  

related interest in India. There are currently several 

excellent groups working in the area of spectro-

scopy, scattering, electronic structure methods, sta-

tistical mechanics, liquid state theory, atomistic 

simulations and continuum methods. These groups 

are typically dispersed over chemistry, physics, 

chemical engineering and materials science depart-

ments. We hope that this article will illustrate that 

there is considerable scope as well as need for ‘mul-

tidisciplinary’ as well as ‘multiscale’ approaches to 

understand a wide range of problems. 
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